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Helping you measure
today so you can
manage your tomorrow

Take control anywhere, anytime, anyplace

Aspects energy monitoring software for even greater control of your energy

The more you know about energy
usage in your buildings, the more you
can look for energy-saving opportunities
Energy management is a growing practice among large companies. Successful energy management
requires detailed information on how the energy is being used; however, this information is not available
in facilities which are not actively being monitored. For proper energy management it is necessary for
facility and buildings managers to understand how and where energy is being consumed.
Our Aspects energy management software in conjunction with our sub-metering, provide advanced
solutions for monitoring and targeting, bill validation, contract analysis and financial forecasting.
The software will mitigate supplier over charges, improve management information and reduce internal
manual administration costs.
Aspects allows you to simplify every aspect of managing energy data and transform it into
meaningful information through a suite of energy management software tools used to monitor, control,
and optimise the performance of generation and transmission systems.
Add in the ability to export all data to spreadsheets via the CSV export function and it all adds up to the
perfect solution for taking control of your facilities energy consumption.
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Benefits for Building Managers:
Managing energy has always been a complex business,
but today it’s even more so: Energy contract renewals, carbon
reduction programs, CRC, validating invoices, setting budgets,
calculating accruals, AMR catering schemes.
Our advanced software features help to identify energy
waste and allow you to have a greater understanding
of your costs.
Our state-of-the-art technology along with outstanding
customer support frees up more of your valuable time
allowing you to take greater control of your operation.

Features include:
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100% Cloud Based

Invoicing Functionality

Alarms

Customised Branding

Multi- User Support

Automated Data Export

SSL Encryption

Access From Anywhere

Energy Dashboard

Responsive UI

Amazon Hosting

HDMI Dongle

Multiple Utilities

Average Profiling

CSV Data Export

Tablet Compatible

Calendar View

kW v Production
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